5.1. Conclusion

Language is created as a mean of communication between one another. By using language, a person can communicate and express what he or she has in mind and feels. Moreover, interaction among people depends on the language. *Lupa Endonesa* book also use a language as a mean of communication between the authors and the readers. They use language to convey the messages in order the readers know about something.

In telling the stories, *Lupa Endonesa* book tends to convey its stories in informal atmosphere. It is supportes by the fact that *Lupa Endonesa* book mostly chooses words that have colloquial aspects in its reports. The important of using some colloquial words in written is that it can build an impression as if the authors talk or speak directly to the readers. This kind of impression is crucial for *Lupa Endonesa* book because in its short stories, *Lupa Endonesa* book tries to involve the readers’ attention and lift up their emotion by exxagerated something that is not like so. The exxageration can be seen from the usage of hyperbole expression used in its short stories. So, the effort of *Lupa Endonesa* book to involve reader’ emotion is stated in informal context.

The using of certain words is depending on the authors’ interest, situations, the intended readers and topics are being discussed. And the authors use figurative
language in order to increase the readers’s interest on the short stories. Thus, diction plays is an important role in transmitting the messages of the authors themselves to its readers. Diction must be well selected in order to be able to touch the readers’s mind toward the message that has been delivered by the authors through short stories. Finally, it can be concluded that diction or choice of words can be used as a means to reconstruct the meaning of short stories.

5.2. Suggestions

Realizing the existence of diction in the short stories is crucial, the researcher would like to offer some suggestions.

a. The researcher suggests to who want to write short stories by themselves, should be aware in choosing and arranging the words in order to make their writing successfully. So, their work are clear and easy to understand by the readers.

b. The researcher suggests the readers to deepen their knowledge about diction, because the skill in choosing the proper diction will be helpful in any field of work, such as authors, advertisers, etc.

c. In writing this thesis, the researcher finds some difficulties in finding the books that are related to the topics. Therefore, the researcher hopes the linguist write some more books related to the diction.

Finally, the researcher could say that this thesis is far from being perfect. Therefore, any constructive criticism and suggestion will be humbly accepted.